March for the end of speciesism

As part of the World Day for the End of Speciesism (WoDES), which aims to denounce the speciesist ideology, a large March will take place in cities across the world.

Organize marches and other events in your city, or join one of the existing marches!

More information: end-of-speciesism.org or Facebook
Animal exploitation is a fact of society that is widespread, totally unfair. It should be abolished.

In our societies our relationship with animals is based on speciesism. By analogy with racism and sexism, speciesism refers to an ideology that considers the lives and interests of animals as insignificant just because they are of a different species. Speciesism is untenable because humans are not the only ones to feel emotions and therefore we have to respect the lives and interests of the other sentient beings who share this planet with us.

More information about speciesism: Cahiers-antispecistes.org and End-of-speciesism.org